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Chapter 11
Execute on All Platforms: SS+K Goes into Production Overdrive
Figure 11.1 Three to Five Months to Launch!

The process of execution1 determines how the message will look, read, or sound in
its final form. Does it convey the right tone and attitude? Is it suited to its medium,
be it print, TV, radio, outdoor, online, or alternative media? Each media vehicle
offers advantages over the other vehicles on specific dimensions and requires the
campaign team to create a message that takes advantage of that media vehicle’s
strengths. For example, television is a cool medium2 (despite the “hot” images you
might watch on it) because it requires a passive viewer who exerts relatively little
control (remote-control “zipping” notwithstanding) over content. In contrast, print
is a hot medium3. The reader is actively involved in processing the information and
is able to pause and reflect on what she has read before moving on.Herbert E.
Krugman, “The Impact of Television Advertising: Learning without Involvement,”
Public Opinion Quarterly 29 (Fall 1965): 349–56.

1. The process of determining
how the message will look,
read, or sound in its final form.
2. A medium that requires a
passive viewer who exerts
relatively little control over
content.

In this chapter, we’ll revisit the media platforms that advertisers like msnbc.com
can use in their campaigns; this time we’ll dive a little deeper into some of the
factors that make each platform work or not. Then, we’ll have a look at some of the
metrics (measures of effectiveness) advertisers use to figure out if what they did
actually worked—or if they just looked pretty.

3. A medium that requires an
actively involved reader who
processes the information and
is able to pause and reflect on
what she has read before
moving on.
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11.1 Execute on Media Platforms
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
After studying this section, students should be able to do the following:
1. Define the execution process.
2. List and characterize the various media platforms available to the
advertiser.
3. Describe the role music plays in the execution process.
4. List the factors that impact the effectiveness of radio ads.
5. Describe the similarities and differences between online advertising and
other media advertising.
6. Explain how search engine marketing (SEM) and search engine
optimization (SEO) are related to behavioral targeting.
7. Discuss the concept of branded entertainment and its usefulness to
marketing and advertising.
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SS+K Spotlight
Before diving into the many elements of the new branding campaign, SS+K had
to crack the creative code and come up with the concept of the campaign. Sam
and Matt worked off of the brief we showed in Chapter 10 "Plan and Buy Media:
SS+K Chooses the Right Media for the Client’s New Branding Message" and
proposed three options for msnbc.com.
Amit organized an internal meeting in preparation for the client creative
meeting. There, the team reviewed each of the creative approaches that Matt
and Sam presented and ensured that everything was “on brief” or “on
strategy”; this means that it communicated in a way that would motivate the
News Explorer to check out msnbc.com.
Then Joe Kessler and Amit, Matt, and Sam held the initial creative meeting with
Catherine Captain and a few members of her executive team—Charlie
Tillinghast (president of msnbc.com) and Jennifer Sizemore (editor-in-chief of
msnbc.com). The SS+K team presented three campaign options. You can see
each of these in the figures below.

Figure 11.2

One campaign option presented
was called “Feathers”; it used the
feathers from the iconic NBC
peacock to represent different
stories going on around us.

11.1 Execute on Media Platforms
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Figure 11.3

Another campaign option was
called “Chameleon”; it tapped
into the insight of being many
colors or knowing many things
for situations like the ones
depicted in the ads.

Figure 11.4

The other campaign option was
called “Spectrum”; it utilized a
spectrum of colors to represent
the depth and breadth of stories
available on msnbc.com.

Also, as you’ll notice in Figure 11.4, SS+K proposed an update to the previous
msnbc.com logo. Matt Ferrin started with the idea of a pinwheel to visually
communicate the ideas of the full spectrum. This idea generated discussion
about changing the client’s logo (never an easy decision) to make it part of the
new branding effort.
Can you guess which campaign the team decided to use? If you were the client,
which would you choose, and why?

11.1 Execute on Media Platforms
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Video Spotlight
Amit Nizan, Matt Ferrin, and Sam Mazur

(click to see video)
Amit, Matt, and Sam discuss the significance of this decision from the agency’s perspective.

Now that the campaign creative approach was decided (as you learned in Chapter 9
"Choose Your Communication Weapons: SS+K Decides Upon a Creative Strategy and
Media Tactics"), and the media planning was done (as you learned in Chapter 10
"Plan and Buy Media: SS+K Chooses the Right Media for the Client’s New Branding
Message") it was time to start planning the full production.
Once msnbc.com had the strategy laid out with SS+K, it was time to start producing
the materials for the media that had been bought, as well as materials for other
marketing efforts outside of unpaid media, which we’ll cover later. The team was
also hard at work on the new logo. In developing the new logo, Matt and Sam
worked very closely with the design team at SS+K led by Alice Ann Wilson.
Figure 11.5

Here are some different graphic elements and fonts the team explored.

11.1 Execute on Media Platforms
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Figure 11.6

Figure 11.7
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Figure 11.8

The client’s new logo incorporates a Web-friendly updated image.

The team also needed to develop a set of brand guidelines4. These guidelines,
established and approved by the agency and the client, dictate how the brand
should behave, look, and feel. All communication must stay consistent in order for
the brand to project a clear image in consumers’ minds rather than confusing them
with different messages about the brand’s identity.

Print
Print advertising works well for factual information, especially complex messages
and topics that the consumer wants to investigate, such as health-related messages.
The best executions are those that we specifically develop for print, especially when
the message requires us to lay out detailed, logical arguments in favor of our cause
or brand.

Newspapers
Pharmaceutical company Pfizer, maker of the Nicorette brand of smoking cessation
products, works hard to refine its print executions. Ben Peters, Pfizer’s Nicorette
sector marketing manager for UK/Ireland/Central and Eastern Europe/Russia,
explained the elements of successful print execution: “Key learnings that we have
found at Pfizer include making sure the core message is communicated, that the
reader is engaged quickly and can easily read the supporting text. The execution
must also be placed in an appropriate section within the newspaper.”Alasdair Reid,
“Newspaper Advertising—The Creative Potential: What Makes a Great Newspaper
Ad,” Campaign, January 20, 2006, 32. Engaging the reader quickly means a catchy
headline that grabs attention. To reinforce the brand even among readers who are
simply scanning the pages, the branding element should be prominent within the
ad.
4. A set of principles, established
and approved by the agency
and the client, that dictate how
the brand should behave, look,
and feel, staking out a clear
brand identity.

11.1 Execute on Media Platforms

Newspaper ads that work well provide news value, blending into the newspaper
medium. “Great ads combine headline, layout, illustration and copy with a creative
dynamic to add news value and talk in my language,” claims Jerry Hill, executive
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vice president of Initiative.Alasdair Reid, “Newspaper Advertising—The Creative
Potential: What Makes a Great Newspaper Ad,” Campaign, January 20, 2006, 32.
SS+K, The Media Kitchen, and msnbc.com agreed that newspaper wasn’t the best
medium for this particular branding campaign. The print production manager at
SS+K, Jeannie O’Toole, was part of this discussion. Because the color blocks used in
“Spectrum” are so distinctive, Jeannie advised that re-creating the art on newsprint
would not be adequate. Newsprint absorbs ink so well it causes a phenomenon
referred to as dot gain and the ink has a greater chance of bleeding outside its
designated boxes. These issues could result in an unclear communication: each of
the color boxes represents a story, so if the ad isn’t executed properly, it will just
look like a bunch of fuzzy boxes and the story will be lost.

Dig Deeper
As newspapers confront declining readership rates among young people, some
of them are hedging their bets as they develop online versions. Since people
increasingly access their news on the road, some see the future of newsprint as
real estate on a cell phone screen. However, it’s not a simple matter to transfer
a newspaper page to a much smaller reading area—the fine print becomes
unintelligible. Information needs to be presented in more compact “bytes”
rather than in prose-length paragraphs. For this reason, a new niche is opening
as providers spring up to create mobile versions of newspapers. One such
company is Verve Wireless; it provides mobile versions of four thousand
newspapers. It recently developed an iPhone application for the Associated
Press that allows a user to scan the day’s headlines, send articles to friends, and
save articles to read later. Publishers can upload local ads to their cell phone
sites, and the service can deliver targeted ads to specific readers who have
searched for articles in past editions of the (mobile) newspaper.Claire Cain
Miller, “A Means for Publishers to Put a Newspaper in Your Pocket,” New York
Times Online, July 28, 2008, http://www.nytimes.com/2008/07/28/technology/
28verve.html (accessed July 28, 2008). Is this the future of today’s hard-copy
newspaper?

Magazines
Executing advertising in magazines requires not just good copywriting but also
clever use of powerful images. The visuals that get people’s attention often offer
some element of surprise. One of the photos considered the best in the history of

11.1 Execute on Media Platforms
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advertising was created by the Saatchi and Saatchi agency to encourage use of
contraceptives. It featured the photo of a man—pregnant—with the caption, “Would
you be more careful if it was you that got pregnant?”
Magazines support higher resolution images and better color reproduction than do
newspapers. Thus, good execution of magazine ads involves a tight link between the
art and copy. For example, the headline, “And you think seat belts are too
confining?” makes a powerful statement when it’s coupled with a photo of a
covered dead body strapped tightly to a gurney.

Video Spotlight
Matt Ferrin, Sam Mazur, and Amit Nizan

(click to see video)
Hear about the relevance and production stress related to the print media buy.

A Picture Is Worth a Thousand Words—If It’s the Right Picture
Subject matter, composition, color, and lighting all play a role to create the
proverbial thousand words that an image can convey. These principles apply to
camera angles on still images in print as well as on billboards or in moving images
like TV.

5. A key decision creatives make
on a photo shoot; camera angle
establishes a relationship
between the viewer and the
image, making the viewer
dominant, subservient, or
equal.
6. A key decision creatives make
on a photo shoot; framing may
be close-up, long shot, frontal,
oblique, etc.

11.1 Execute on Media Platforms

Among the key decisions creatives make on a photo shoot is the camera angle5
onto the subject. The angle of the camera establishes a relationship between the
viewer and the image. If the camera angle is straight on, the viewer is in a position
of equality with the person or object in the image. If the camera looks down on the
image, it suggests that the character or object is in a subservient role relative to the
viewer. Conversely, a camera angle looking up at the character or object puts the
viewer into the less dominant role. When the Burton Snowboard Company started
to sell gear for women, the company redesigned its Web site after it got negative
feedback from female riders who complained that the images made them look like
snow bunnies. Now, it shoots female models from the bottom looking up, which
makes them look more empowered.Rebecca Gardyn, “Granddaughters of
Feminism,” American Demographics (April 2001): 43–47.
Framing6 also plays a role in our reaction to and interpretation of the image. A
close-up puts us in an intimate or personal relationship with the image, whereas a
long shot represents an impersonal relationship. Similarly, a frontal angle involves
us with the character, whereas an oblique angle detaches us from the character.
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Burton Snowboard framed the product shots in its men’s section feature to feature
tighter shots of the gear itself, since Burton’s research showed that males are
interested in the board’s technical details.Rebecca Gardyn, “Granddaughters of
Feminism,” American Demographics (April 2001): 43–47.
The art director is responsible for selecting the image that will be used in the print
communication (and all communication for that matter). An image can either be
bought or shot. Stock photo agencies like Getty Images are an example of a resource
where art directors can search a database to see if the image they have in mind for
an ad already exists. If it does, the art director works with the art buyer at the
agency to secure the rights to use that image.
If the image doesn’t exist in stock, a photo shoot is recommended. The art buyer
reviews and selects different photographers or visual specialists to present to the
art director. The art director evaluates their portfolios and may have a few
meetings with the different photographers to determine their comprehension of
the creative vision. Once a photographer is selected by the art director, the
associated costs are compiled by the art buyer. The account manager is responsible
for keeping the client involved in the status of the project and staying within
budget.

TV
As a medium, TV is powerful because it combines elements that can’t be used in
print or radio alone. Art directors can blend words with images—real or
animated—and music. TV can demonstrate products, but it also can create moods
via graphic images and sounds. Coordinating all these elements requires multiple
participants on the agency side to manage the creative process, storyboards, and
copywriting, as well as a producer to oversee all the activities related to the
broadcast production.
Producing the TV commercial often requires hiring a production company, which
will have its own director in charge of film, a producer in charge of the production
crew on each shoot, a production manager who oversees logistics like dressing
rooms and food service, a camera department, an art department, and editors who
create the final commercial, or “spot,” in postproduction through cutting and
joining frames and audio. There are different considerations that the producer
must manage depending on whether the spot is live action or animation. Live action
also involves casting, auditions, wardrobe, talent contracts, and so forth. Animation
projects may not involve a traditional “shoot,” but as the production process is very
exacting, it is important for all producers to manage the steps of the process and for
account managers to identify the correct points of client approval.

11.1 Execute on Media Platforms
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Video Highlight
Justin Timberlake 2007 Super Bowl Commercial—Behind the Scenes

(click to see video)
This video includes an interview with Justin Timberlake and behind-the-scenes footage to show how the
commercial was made.

Another very important function of producing television spots is sound. Dialogue
between characters in a spot is one main sound, and VO or voice-over is another
common sound element used in television spots. A voice-over is used sometimes as
an announcer and sometimes as a legal blip at the end of a spot.
The music supervisor oversees the sound design, the music, and the mix. Sound
design7 refers to the audio elements that enhance the story being told by the visual.
These elements are specific to frames or movements within the spot. Music8 is a
background track that runs throughout a commercial spot. The purpose of this
sound is to create and reinforce the emotional tone throughout the communication.
The mix or final mix9 blends the married elements of dialogue or VO, sound
design, and music so that the desired story is achieved. Executing well in TV
requires great attention to all these details.

Video Spotlight
Matt Ferrin, Sam Mazur, and Amit Nizan

(click to see video)
Matt, Sam, and Amit discuss the TV production process for the msnbc.com TV spots.
7. The audio elements that
enhance the story being told by
the visual.
8. In a TV commercial, a
background track that runs
throughout, whose purpose is
to create and reinforce the
emotional tone throughout the
communication.
9. In a TV commercial, the blend
of the married elements of
dialogue or voice-over (VO),
sound design and music so that
the desired story is achieved.

11.1 Execute on Media Platforms

Radio
Executing well in radio requires strong copywriting. “The mistake that people make
is in thinking that radio is just sound without any visuals,” said Paul Brazier,
executive creative director, Abbott Mead Vickers BBDO. “In truth, radio is one of
the most visual mediums that demands discipline and tightness of communication.
Radio script writing teaches you about tone of voice and forces creatives to think
visually.” Sound effects reinforce the images copy creates. The “PSST!” of a beer
bottle being opened or the reverberating sound effect of a stadium sound system
helps pull the listener into the ad’s storyline.Quoted in Martin Pazzani, “Making the
Most of Music,” Advertising Age, June 11, 2007, 21.
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Executing well in radio also means paying special attention to music. Indeed, the
music itself can be part of your brand (such as NBC’s three-tone sound trademark,
heard for many years at the beginning of NBC TV shows when the peacock logo was
displayed). Some companies simply license a current hit or a classic song to convey
a feeling. Although it’s true that music gets attention and creates an emotional
conduit, licensing an existing song has three downsides:
1. Consumers already have preexisting connections with the song that
may not fit with your brand or may add unneeded baggage that
distracts from the brand.
2. If the artist falls out of favor, the money you’ve invested linking your
brand to the artist is threatened (e.g., singer Michael Jackson’s
endorsement of Pepsi lost value when he admitted he doesn’t drink
soda; his troubles with the legal system didn’t help either).
3. Your target audience may tire of the tune.
To avoid these downsides, some companies feel it’s worth the money to commission
original music to uniquely suit the brand. Rather than being an add-on, the music
becomes a branding tool in itself. Original music can grow with the brand as
needed. It can also be written with specific ethnicities or demographics in mind
while it maintains the core theme.
Two companies understand the strategic role of music particularly well.
McDonald’s’ “I’m Lovin’ It” tagline and audio logo has become a powerful
mnemonic device for brand recognition. McDonald’s Chief Marketing Officer Mary
Dillon believes that “marketers who do not understand the power of music will
quickly be left behind.” And the TBWA/Chiat/Day agency has created a unique and
distinctive sonic personality for Infiniti that perfectly matches the cars themselves.
The original music and sound, which is unlike any other brand’s jingle, creates a
very contemporary feel.“Those Who Get It—And Those Who Just Don’t,” Advertising
Age, June 11, 2007, 21.
Research on effective versus ineffective radio ads identifies these factors as having
the greatest impact:“Is There a Crisis in Radio Creativity?” Campaign, March 30,
2007, 19; Radio Ad Effectiveness Lab, “Radio Effectiveness and Execution,” March
2004, http://www.rab.com, by paid subscription (accessed February 12, 2009).
•
•
•
•

11.1 Execute on Media Platforms

Number of words (more is better, all else being equal)
Brand mentions (more is better; early in the ad is better)
Number of different ideas (more than four or five is bad)
Execution format (straight announcement and “sing-and-sell” were
weakest)
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• Simple duplication of a TV soundtrack (not good)
• Duration (spots of forty-five seconds or more are more effective)

Dig Deeper
Fans of R&B singer Chris Brown may have noticed a brief reference to an old
chewing-gum jingle in his hit song, “Forever,” when he sings, “Double your
pleasure/double your fun.” They found out why when the Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co.
revealed in a press conference that the song actually is an extended version of a
new commercial jingle that the singer wrote to promote Doublemint gum. The
ad agency Translation Advertising signed three different performers to update
the company’s chewing gum brands with new jingles: in addition to Brown,
R&B singer Ne-Yo does his own version of Big Red’s “Kiss a Little Longer” jingle,
and Dancing With the Stars regular Julianne Hough recorded a twangy version of
Juicy Fruit’s “The Taste Is Gonna Move Ya.” The Wrigley campaign shows how
the deep the ties run between advertising and the music industry—and how
much deeper they’re getting. As the head of the agency noted, the strategy was
to connect the song with the jingle from the start: “By the time the new jingle
came out, it was already seeded properly within popular culture.”Quoted in
Ethan Smith and Julie Jargon, “Chew on This: Hit Song is a Gum Jingle,” Wall
Street Journal, July 28, 2008, B1.

Outdoor
Outdoor advertising has been around since the late 1800s, when posting “bills” on
wooden boards led to the birth of the term “billboard.” Today, the out-of-home
category includes not only the roadside billboards but also “car cards” in public
transportation; in-store displays; and displays in airports, sports arenas, transit
shelters, and ski areas—even on rocket ships!

Billboards: More than Just a Big Print Ad
Although a billboard seems like a magazine ad that’s just printed on a mega scale,
that’s not the case. Billboards use more images and less copy than do print ads.
Executing well on billboards means creating a visual image or short phrase that gets
the message across quickly—literally in the blink of an eye.
One key characteristic of outdoor advertising is that it is situated in a fixed context:
a physical environment that provides room for the ad to connect to or play with.

11.1 Execute on Media Platforms
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Billboards are not restricted to their rectangular spaces, like print or TV ads; they
can burst out into space. For example, a Bic Shaver billboard shows the shaver
seemingly trimming the surrounding grass. Adidas created a larger-than-life David
Beckham billboard that has him lunging to catch a soccer ball across the highway.
The Adidas billboard stretched across above the highway, with traffic from one side
seeing Beckham from the front and traffic from the opposite direction seeing him
from the back. These types of billboards are referred to as “spectaculars,” because
they are just that!
Outdoor advertising is branching off in new directions as billboards morph into
stages that let onlookers interact with them. As an example of how outdoor
advertising can go viral, a recent commercial for Oreo revolves around passersby
who react to the sight of an elevator done up as one of the cookies repeatedly
dunking itself into a glass of milk when it descends. The spot got a lot of attention
on YouTube.

Video Highlight
Oreo in an Elevator

(click to see video)
Outdoor advertising, like this Oreo in an elevator, can attract attention in nontraditional ways.

Some of these attempts may backfire or fail to deliver a clear message as they push
the envelope. A Chevrolet billboard that used real pennies was stripped clean
within thirty minutes. In Singapore, advertisers painted an extra yellow safety line
on a train platform with the name “Wonderbra” on it, leaving commuters to figure
out the message (that the bra’s lifting qualities were so forceful that wearers would
have to stand back). A recent outdoor campaign for Right Guard in London is a
contender for biggest flop (at least for now): teams of actors invaded subway cars
with tiny video screens in the armpits of their shirts. Whenever one of them
reached up to grab a strap while riding the train, a commercial for Right Guard
played in the face of a “lucky” fellow strap-hanger.Stephanie Clifford, “Summer
Silliness Brings a Pizza Field and a Giant Oreo,” New York Times Online, August 1,
2008, http://www.nytimes.com/2008/08/01/business/media/01adco.html (accessed
August 1, 2008).
10. An electronically enabled
outdoor advertising medium
that can change messages
instantly and may be
interactive, for example,
letting passersby download a
song or kick a virtual football.

11.1 Execute on Media Platforms

Enter the Digital Billboard
Technology is transforming the humble billboard in fascinating ways. Digital
billboards10 change messages instantly. They can also be Bluetooth-enabled. For
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example, billboards in the London subway let passersby download selections from
the latest Coldplay album. Other billboards, in shopping malls, have virtual footballs
teed up that passersby can “kick” on an interactive floor display. These new
technologies let consumers interact with—and be immersed in—outdoor
advertising as never before. This floor technology is similar to an interactive
projection that inspired the msnbc.com interactive movie game NewsBreaker Live.

Video Spotlight
Amit Nizan, Matt Ferrin, and Sam Mazur

(click to see video)
Matt Ferrin, Sam Mazur, and Amit Nizan discuss the technological inspiration that led to the interactive
NewsBreaker Live game that played in movie theaters.

Jack Sullivan, senior vice president of out-of-home media at Starcom, sees this
trend increasing as the population becomes even more wireless. “Consumers are
out there with downtime on the streets. If you can get them to play, to interact with
your sign, you are being invited into that decision maker’s lifestyle and they are
opting in to share their personal time with you; it hopefully is having a heck of a lot
more impact and is leading to increased sales.”Quoted in Tony Case, “Take it
Outside: A Surge in Interactive Out-Of-Home Messages Revitalizes the Oldest Ad
Medium,” Brandweek, November 6, 2006, 16.

11.1 Execute on Media Platforms
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Dig Deeper
As SS+K discovered, movie theaters are a prime venue to reach consumers, and
(like it or not) it’s common for commercials to appear before the feature. Now,
a company called Cinescent is testing a system that pumps out the scent of an
advertised brand along with the video. The first execution occurred recently in
Germany for Nivea; a sixty-second spot showed a typical sunny beach scene and
then suddenly the scent of Nivea sun cream was released along with the Nivea
logo on the screen with the words, “Nivea. The scent of summer.” This test
made quite an impression: exit polls showed a 515 percent rise in recall for the
Nivea ad compared with moviegoers who saw the spot without the odor.Emma
Hall, “What’s That Smell in the Movie Theater? It’s an Ad,” Advertising Age, July
24, 2008, http://www.adage.com (accessed July 28, 2008). This kind of creative
execution seems to make sense—though there are some advertisers who should
probably avoid the temptation to pump smells people associate with their
products into crowded places (we’re talking to you, Nike).

Point-of-Purchase (POP)
Point-of-purchase (POP) advertising is designed to drive immediate—and usually
impulse—purchases. Effective POP messages appear as close as possible to the time
and place when the consumer makes the purchase decision. The message must
either provide news about the product or offer a price incentive.
Just as billboards are going digital, so are POP displays. Digital technology adds
value to POP because it lets the message change hourly, daily, or weekly—whenever
the advertiser chooses. This lets advertisers keep the message fresh and new.
Digital POP also lets advertisers use motion or animation to attract the consumer’s
eye or to time offers to suit the time of day or even the weather. “The cliché
example is to offer soup on cold days and ice cream on hot, but it can be infinitely
more clever than that,” said Angela Walters of Eye Shop, a company that designs
digital POP systems.Quoted in “Viva La Revolution: The T-Shirts Read Born to Shop;
Indeed, Shopping’s Been Called a National Pastime,” AdMedia, August 2007, 28.

Online
In many ways, online advertising blends the properties of the other media while it
adds unique characteristics of its own. Executing in the online medium means

11.1 Execute on Media Platforms
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drawing on the lessons of other similar media, while taking advantage of its unique
capabilities.

How Online Ads Are Similar to Other Media
Billboards: Online advertising borrows from billboard sensibilities because it relies
more on images and less on verbose copy. A banner ad is like a billboard on the
information superhighway.
TV: Online ads are like TV commercials in that they can show moving images that
tell a story or create dynamic visual interest. With the rise of broadband,
advertisers also can use full-motion video. But executing video for a Web ad is
different from regular TV in that the low resolution and frame-rate of images forces
the production to avoid overly detailed and fast-moving scenes.
Print: Online text ads, such as Google’s AdWords, have similar executional issues as
do print ads, especially small classified ads. The advertiser has but a few words in
which to interest and motivate the viewer.
POP: Online ads share executional qualities of POP ads in that well-executed online
ads trigger the impulse to click through and respond to the advertised product or
service. These messages also offer the immediacy of POP ads in that both ad forms
encourage the consumer to put the items directly into her shopping basket.

SS+K Spotlight
The team’s research clearly showed that the News Explorer would most likely
be found online. SS+K worked with BEAM Interactive to create new and
dynamic Web-based ads that would resonate with this wired consumer and
support the msnbc.com brand.

Video Spotlight
Amit Nizan, Matt Ferrin, and Sam Mazur

(click to see video)

11.1 Execute on Media Platforms
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Sam Mazur, Matt Ferrin, and Amit Nizan discuss the production of the banner ads for the “Spectrum”
Campaign and the importance of trust between collaborating agencies and the client.

How Online Ads Differ from Other Media
Interactivity: The biggest difference between online ads and other advertising forms
is the ability to interact with the ad. In some online ads, even the act of moving the
mouse can cause the ad to change in response. Interactive ads let viewers access
more information, tell the advertiser about themselves, interact with the product in
simulations, or be entertained by a game. Executing for interactivity means crafting
an invitation to the viewer to interact with the ad, creating a user interface or game
play that is both simple and engaging, and developing an interactive space that
reflects the values of the brand (e.g., a youthful game versus a serious, informative
presentation).

11. In online marketing, the use of
key demographic data, such as
the user’s address, age,
interests, and browsing
history, to plan online media.
12. The technique of choosing
keywords and other features
for a Web site to increase
consumers’ ability to find and
visit the site; SEM may involve
paid keywords, which show in
the “sponsored” section of
search engine results, or
natural search.
13. The technique of choosing
optimal keywords and other
features for a Web site to boost
its prominence in search
results, thereby increasing
consumers’ ability to find and
visit the site via natural search.
14. The results listed when a
consumer enters a search term
in the browser and clicks on
search results that are
displayed by the engine with
no indication of sponsorship.
15. The results listed when a
consumer enters a search term
in the browser and clicks on
search results that appear at
the top or side of the page with
indication of sponsored links.

11.1 Execute on Media Platforms

Specificity: Online advertising permits great specificity in terms of who sees the ad
and in what context. The use of cookies tells site owners and advertisers who views
the ad. Many registration-based sites collect key demographic data such as the
user’s address, age, interests, and browsing history. The use of this information in
planning online media is called behavioral targeting11. The ability to “buy”
keywords means that advertisers can target very narrow contexts. Executing well in
interactive media means picking the target demographic and choosing keywords
that reflect the type of customer you seek.
Another element of the msnbc.com campaign was search engine marketing
(SEM)12 and search engine optimization (SEO)13. Interactive agency 360i worked
with msnbc.com to internally optimize the site setup so that search engines could
find data more easily, thus resulting in higher natural search14 results, which are
the results of a Web search that are not sponsored. 360i also ran the SEM campaign
by identifying keywords specific to msnbc.com, the new brand, and timely news.
These paid search15 results show up in the “sponsored” section of search engines.
To keep advertising dollars from bleeding away from their newspaper pages, dailies
have moved online themselves, putting up Web sites with news and information to
attract online readers and advertisers. But simply posting a full-page print ad on
the newspaper’s Web site doesn’t work. “People don’t want to see a flat ad on the
Internet,” said Kathleen Cunningham, president of Advanced Marketing Strategies.
“They want it interactive with multiple pictures.”Mark Larson, “Digital Format
Presents Rubik’s Cube of Challenges to Advertisers,” San Diego Business Journal, July
9, 2007, 14.
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One solution to building in interactivity is the new genre of advertising we have
called branded entertainment, where the ad seamlessly integrates a product into a
piece of entertainment. BMW pulled this off masterfully with its series of Internet
movies several years ago. BMW’s agency GSD&M was inspired when they discovered
that 85 percent of Beemer drivers visited the company’s Web site before they
bought a car. The campaign team hired eight top film directors to make short films
featuring BMW cars. The films were a great success—they were viewed ten million
times in the first year—and two million people registered on the BMW site after
watching them. In addition, 60 percent of those who registered on the site opted in
to receive e-mails.
One of the best BMW movies, entitled Hostage, worked so well because it put
emotion to work for the brand. It built the image of the brand in the mind of the
consumer by putting the driver into a heroic role of a modern-day gunfighter who
saves the day with the help of his BMW Z4. The movie worked because the car
wasn’t simply a product placement—it was the instrument of the story. If the car
weren’t so fast or didn’t have superior handling, it wouldn’t have let the driver
triumph. One of the series’ producers remarked, “The BMW brand is in there as a
character, but these aren’t really commercials. We think it’s the way lots of things
will go in the future. More product placement than advertising.” When consumers
were tested after seeing the movie, they perceived the BMW brand as: “a leader in
innovation” and “dominating the luxury car category” and “an exhilarating driving
experience.”Quoted in Aaron Barnhart, “The Internet Driving Machine; BMW Films
Web Site Makes the Most of Ultimate Product Placement,” TV Barn, June 19, 2001,
http://blogs.kansascity.com/tvbarn/2001/06/the_internet_dr.html (accessed July
29, 2008).

Alternative Media
The total spending on alternative media in 2006 was $387 million, which is a small
fraction of the total spent on all advertising. How effective these media are remains
to be seen, although it’s clear that they are attracting attention. One of the
challenges for alternative media is simply finding new places to advertise. “We
never know where the consumer is going to be at any point in time,” says Linda
Kaplan Thaler of the Kaplan Thaler Group, a New York ad agency, “so we have to
find a way to be everywhere.” New alternate media vehicles include Chinese takeout cartons and pizza boxes, school buses that play kid-friendly radio ads, and tray
tables on airlines.
Marketers constantly experiment with novel ways to reach audiences that get
harder and harder to reach. Procter & Gamble created a new medium when it
printed trivia questions and answers on its Pringles snack chips with ink made of
blue or red food coloring, whereas a company called Speaking Roses International
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patented a technology to laser-print words, images, or logos on flower petals.“Read
My Chips? Pringles Has Plans to Print Jokes, Trivia on Its Potatoes,” Wall Street
Journal on the Web, May 20, 2004, C13; David Serchuk, “A Rose with Another Name,”
Forbes, December 27, 2004, 52.
School buses and airplanes boast “captive” audiences—the consumers who are
there almost can’t help seeing or hearing the ad. Walt Disney has even ventured
into the doctor’s office, advertising its “Little Einsteins” DVDs for preschoolers on
the paper liners of examination tables in two thousand doctors’ offices. US Airways
sells ad space on its motion-sickness bags—although we’re not sure if a passenger
using the bag is the best target for an ad, unless it’s for a product like Pepto-Bismol
or Dramamine. Some supermarket eggs show up stamped with the names of CBS TV
shows on their shells. However, these innovative executions risk alienating people
if they become too intrusive. “Got Milk?” billboards at some San Francisco bus stops
emitted the aroma of chocolate chip cookies; they prompted enough complaints
from citizens that the city asked the California Milk Processing Board to turn off the
smell.Louise Story, “Is There No Escape? In Their Efforts to Grab Consumers’
Attention, Advertisers Seem Determined to Fill Every Available Space,” New York
Times, April 2, 2007, 6.
As we’ve seen, mobile advertising continues to evolve as a message platform.
Recently, several companies introduced innovative technologies to make this
medium more effective for the growing army of iPhone users (85 percent of whom
already access the mobile Internet). For example, a firm called JumpTap launched
technology that allows an advertiser to place an “Action” icon within an ad that
appears on the phone; this in turn allows users to launch video (via YouTube),
audio, maps, and Web sites. Universal Pictures promoted the movie The Mummy
with mobile ads that included a trailer of the flick and a tool to find local
showtimes.Mark Walsh, “iPhone Spawns New Ad Networks,” Online Media Daily, July
25, 2008, http://www.mediapost.com/publications/?fa=Articles.san&s=87317
&Nid=45412&p=407056 (accessed July 25, 2008).

Dig Deeper
If you’ve got $10,000–15,000 eating a hole in your pocket, you can even put your
own illuminated personal ad or a corporate logo on your tire rims. Check out
the bling at http://customwheel.com/custom_wheels/product_info.php/
products_id/1687.
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KEY TAKEAWAY
Each media platform possesses unique characteristics; some executions
work better on one than another. Print (especially newspaper) works best to
present factual information, while TV, magazines, and billboards are image
intensive. Online works best when the advertiser builds in a great deal of
interactivity; many advertisers still make the mistake of transferring a static
print ad to a Web site. Alternative media options continue to evolve and can
be a great way to break through the clutter of traditional media. However,
advertisers risk crossing the line when their messages become too obtrusive.

EXERCISES
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

11.1 Execute on Media Platforms

Discuss the differences between cool and hot media.
Discuss when print advertising makes the best executions.
Describe the key decisions creatives make on a photo shoot.
List and discuss the key functions in producing a TV commercial.
Characterize the downsides of licensing music for commercials.
Discuss how technology is changing billboards.
Explain how online ads are similar and different from other media ads.
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11.2 How Do We Know What Worked? Evaluating Ad Executions
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
After studying this section, students should be able to do the following:
1. Summarize how advertisers evaluate ad executions.
2. Explain how copy research is conducted.
3. Illustrate how pretesting and posttesting of advertisements takes place.

Recall and Recognition
Executing advertising effectively requires that consumers notice the ad, recall the
brand, and remember it favorably when they make a purchase decision. Recall16
means that viewers can remember and retell the specific marketing messages to
which they were exposed. Recognition17 means they recognize the brand or
message when they see or hear it again, even if they can’t recite it from memory.
Because marketers pay so much money to place their messages in front of
consumers, they are naturally concerned that people will actually remember these
messages at a later point. It seems that they have good reason to be concerned. In
one study, fewer than 40 percent of television viewers made positive links between
commercial messages and the corresponding products, only 65 percent noticed the
brand name in a commercial, and only 38 percent recognized a connection to an
important point.“Only 38% of T.V. Audience Links Brands with Ads,” Marketing
News, January 6, 1984, 10.

16. Viewers can remember and
retell the specific marketing
messages to which they were
exposed.
17. Viewers recognize the brand or
message when they see or hear
it again.

Ironically, we may be more likely to remember companies that we don’t
like—perhaps because of the strong negative emotions they evoke. In a 2007 survey
that assessed both recall of companies and their reputations, four of the ten bestremembered companies also ranked in the bottom ten of reputation rankings:
Halliburton Co., Ford Motor Co., General Motors Corp., and Exxon Mobil Corp. In
fact, Halliburton, with the lowest reputation score, scored the highest media recall
of all the sixty companies in the survey.Ron Alsop, “News, Ads Shape Corporate
Images,” Wall Street Journal Online, January 31, 2007, http://online.wsj.com, by paid
subscription (accessed October 15, 2007).
Metrics related to recall and recognition ignite controversy even among agencies
themselves. For example, Carat Insight uses recognition techniques rather than
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recall. Mary Jeffries, the agency’s head of evaluation, explains: “Most research
techniques have relied on consumers’ ability to remember advertising messages
and they then use this as a proxy for effectiveness. This means that media such as
radio, outdoor, press, cinema and online suffer terribly, as they do not get recalled.
Our belief is that ads can work even if you can’t spontaneously recall them. This is
why [we] use a recognition technique, which is a more accurate measure of likely
exposure to advertising than recall.” Carat Insight provides a service it calls
integrated communications evaluation (ICE), which uses recognition techniques and
statistical modeling to identify the relationship between media channels and
creative executions.“Marketing League Table,” Marketing, September 5, 2007, 35.
In contrast, Intermedia Advertising Group is a research firm that measures
advertising effectiveness by monitoring the TV-viewing population’s ability to
remember an ad within twenty-four hours. The firm assigns a recall index to each ad
to indicate the strength of the impact it had. In one recent year, while ads with
well-known celebrities like Britney Spears, Austin Powers, and Michael Jordan had
very high recall rates, three of the top five most remembered ads starred another
(and taller) celebrity: Toys “R” Us spokesanimal Geoffrey the Giraffe.Vanessa
O’Connell, “Toys ‘R’ Us Spokesanimal Makes Lasting Impression: Giraffe Tops List of
Television Ads Viewers Found the Most Memorable,” Wall Street Journal Interactive
Edition, January 2, 2003.
Under some conditions, these two memory measures tend to yield the same results,
especially when the researchers try to keep the viewers’ interest in the ads
constant.Richard P. Bagozzi and Alvin J. Silk, “Recall, Recognition, and the
Measurement of Memory for Print Advertisements,” Marketing Science 2 (1983):
95–134. Generally, though, recognition scores tend to be more reliable and do not
decay over time the way recall scores do.Adam Finn, “Print Ad Recognition
Readership Scores: An Information Processing Perspective,” Journal of Marketing
Research 25 (May 1988): 168–77. Recognition scores are almost always better than
recall scores because recognition is a simpler process and the consumer has more
available retrieval cues.
Both types of retrieval play important roles in purchase decisions, however. Recall
tends to be more important in situations in which consumers do not have product
data at their disposal, so they must rely on memory to generate this
information.James R. Bettman, “Memory Factors in Consumer Choice: A Review,”
Journal of Marketing (Spring 1979): 37–53. On the other hand, recognition is more
likely to be an important factor in a store, where retailers confront consumers with
thousands of product options (i.e., external memory cues are abundantly available),
and the goal is simply to get the consumer to recognize a familiar package.Mark A.
Deturck and Gerald M. Goldhaber, “Effectiveness of Product Warning Labels: Effects
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of Consumers’ Information Processing Objectives,” Journal of Consumer Affairs 23, no.
1 (1989): 111–25.

SS+K Spotlight
SS+K and msnbc.com also wanted to be able to measure the effects of the first
effort. All parties agreed that given the size of the audience and the budget, the
expectation was not to convert a huge number of people but rather to
articulate the brand to the target audience. Michelle Rowley and John
Richardson led the research effort by enlisting a firm called Russell Research to
conduct surveys before the launch and then again after the launch to be able to
understand any changes. Catherine Captain’s research background also came in
quite handy here, as all agencies worked together to set up the appropriate
parameters. We’ll reveal the results of this research in Chapter 14 "ROI:
msnbc.com Decides if the Campaign Worked".

The Stopping Power of Creative Ads: Are They Effective, or Just Cool?
Other agencies maintain that above all, the ad must get noticed. And very creative
ads do get noticed—they break through the clutter. Ads that win creative awards
have twice the “stopping power” of regular non-award-winning ads. They get your
attention. Moreover, award-winning ads create buzz. Even after two decades,
people still talk about Apple’s “1984” ad.

Video Highlight
Apple’s “1984” Ad

(click to see video)
This commercial, which aired during the 1984 Super Bowl, is an example of a breakthrough creative message.

But, although they are more entertaining, creative ads also can confuse the very
people they’re intended to persuade. Sometimes a clever ad can be too hip for its
own good. Research on award-winning ads finds that consumers are more likely to
say “I couldn’t tell what that brand had to do with what was said and shown.” This
means that executions may require tweaks (which copy testing can guide) so that
the ads are able to generate sales for the brand as well.Charles Young and Larry
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Cohen, “Creative Awards vs. Copytesting,” Quirk’s Marketing Research Review, April
2004.
Cheer up: advertisers do not have to simply sit back and hope for the best. By being
aware of some basic factors that increase or decrease attention, they can take steps
to increase the likelihood that product information will get through. An advertiser
who wants to wake people up can:Parts of this section are adapted from Michael R.
Solomon, Consumer Behavior: Buying, Having and Being, 8th ed. (Upper Saddle River,
NJ: Prentice Hall, 2009). Cf. also David W. Stewart and David H. Furse, “Analysis of
the Impact of Executional Factors in Advertising Performance,” Journal of Advertising
Research 24 (1984): 23–26; Deborah J. MacInnis, Christine Moorman, and Bernard J.
Jaworski, “Enhancing and Measuring Consumers’ Motivation, Opportunity, and
Ability to Process Brand Information from Ads,” Journal of Marketing 55 (October
1991): 332–53.
• Use novel stimuli, such as unusual cinematography, sudden silences, or
unexpected movements. When a British online bank called Egg
Banking introduced a credit card to the French market, its ad agency
created unusual commercials to make people question their
assumptions. One ad stated, “Cats always land on their paws,” and then
two researchers in white lab coats dropped a kitten off a
rooftop—never to see it again (animal rights activists were not
amused).Elaine Sciolino, “Disproving Notions, Raising a Fury,” New York
Times on the Web, January 21, 2003, http://www.nytimes.com/2003/01/
21/business/media/21ADCO.
html?ex=1234501200&en=eafd1f9635946454&ei=5070 (accessed
February 10, 2009).
• Use prominent stimuli, such as loud music and fast action, to capture
attention. In print formats, larger ads increase attention. Also, viewers
look longer at colored pictures than at black-and-white ones.

New Ideas Support New Brand Launches
Attention-getting ads are particularly valuable when the communication objective
is to help launch a new brand by boosting awareness and generating buzz. Apple’s
“1984” ad is a case in point; the classic spot elevated the Apple brand from simply a
utilitarian message (how a computer makes you productive) to an icon representing
an attitude and point of view. Before the breakthrough “1984” ad, Apple’s TV
commercials used slice-of-life and problem-solution frameworks. The “1984”
commercial—shown only during the Super Bowl—created huge buzz for its allegory
and cinematic distinctiveness. It created a position for Apple as revolutionary,
liberating—much more strongly than a recounting of Macintosh’s user-friendly
features would have done.
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Copy Research
Copy research18 provides evidence that your ad gets the audience’s attention and
delivers a message that motivates the consumer to consider buying your product or
service. The overall effectiveness of an ad is a combination of three variables:
1. Attention: Entertainment value is a major predictor of attention-getting
power, but if consumers don’t see the connection of the ad to the
brand, the ad won’t lead to a sale.
2. Branding: Communicating an idea or feeling that the consumer already
has about the brand confirms the value of reminder advertising. Even
better is advertising that communicates a new idea or a new feeling,
but one that still fits the brand in the eyes of the consumer. This kind
of advertising helps consumers to see the brand in a new light, to think
about it in a new way.
3. Motivation: Finally, an effective ad makes the viewer want to take
action and buy the product. Pretesting asks the test subject whether
they are more likely to buy the product now or in the future.

Pretesting and Posttesting
Copy research involves two phases: pretesting and posttesting. Pretesting19 takes
place before the campaign starts. Posttesting20 takes place after the campaign, to
evaluate the effectiveness of the copy in communicating its message.

18. Evidence that an ad gets the
audience’s attention and
delivers a message;
effectiveness is judged in
pretesting and posttesting and
is gauged by attention,
branding, and motivation.
19. In copy research, consumer
testing that takes place before
the campaign starts, aimed at
identifying any weaknesses
and ensuring that the right
message is coming across.
20. In copy research, consumer
testing that takes place after
the campaign, aimed at
evaluating the effectiveness of
the copy in communicating its
message.

The idea behind pretesting is to verify that the product claims and technical aspects
of the ad resonate with the target audience. Pretesting also identifies weak spots
within an ad campaign. Pretesting can also be used to edit a longer commercial into
a shorter one, or to select images from the spot to use in an integrated campaign’s
print ad.Charles E. Young, The Advertising Research Handbook (New York: Ideas in
Flight, 2005), 27–30. This process often involves asking consumers to place the ad
into one of these categories based on their perception of the brand:
• Reinforcement: The ad fits the way I already think and feel about the
brand.
• Augmentation: The ad gives me a new idea or feeling toward the brand,
and I can see how it fits the brand.
• Dissonance: The ad does not fit the brand at all.Charles E. Young,
“Finding the Creative Edge: Research as Flow,” Admap, December 2006.
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Copy Testing: Comparing Appeals
A related term, copy testing21, refers to testing one type of execution over another,
or one kind of product feature, benefit, or price over another. Copy testing is done
before launching the campaign to fine-tune the ad to be most effective.
Copy research involves assessing that the consumer noticed the ad, was able to
recall the brand name, learned something about the brand, and became favorably
disposed to trying or buying the product. Companies like Ameritest, Anderson
Analytics, and Millward Brown specialize in providing copy testing and related
research to ad agencies and advertisers.
The Starch test22, the product of a research service founded in 1932, is a widely
used commercial measure of advertising recall for magazines. This service provides
scores on a number of aspects of consumers’ familiarity with an ad, including such
categories as “noted,” “associated,” and “read most.” It also scores the impact of
the component parts of an overall ad, giving such information as “seen,” for major
illustrations, and “read some,” for a major block of copy.Adam Finn, “Print Ad
Recognition Readership Scores: An Information Processing Perspective,” Journal of
Marketing Research 25 (1988): 168–77. Factors such as the size of the ad, whether it
appears toward the front or the back of the magazine, if it is on the right or left
page, and the size of illustrations play an important role in affecting the amount of
attention readers give to an ad.

21. Testing that is done before
launching the campaign,
comparing one type of
execution over another, or one
kind of product feature,
benefit, or price over another;
it aims to fine-tune the ad.
22. The product of a research
service founded in 1932 by
Daniel Starch; a widely used
commercial measure of
advertising recall for
magazines that provides scores
on a number of aspects of
consumers’ familiarity with an
ad.
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Dig Deeper
Believe it or not, only 7 percent of television viewers can recall the product or
company featured in the most recent television commercial they watched. This
figure represents less than half the recall rate recorded in 1965. We can explain
this drop-off in terms of such factors as the increase of thirty- and fifteensecond commercials and the practice of airing television commercials in
clusters rather than in single-sponsor programs.“Terminal Television,”
American Demographics (January 1987): 15.
Television commercials tell a visually compelling story with moving pictures.
During a TV commercial, the audience’s feelings change as they move through
the film. Copy research company Ameritest calls this the “flow of emotion” and
uses it as a measurement device based on frame-by-frame testing23. This
technique involves taking a deck of photographic images—created by grabbing
key frames from the commercial—that represent the visual content of the ad.
Consumers sort the images into a one-to-five scale from “very negative” to
“very positive” feelings. The number of frames in a test varies with the visual
complexity of the ad rather than its length. A typical thirty-second commercial
will break down into about ten to thirty frames for viewers to evaluate. The
resulting sort by the consumer shows how (or whether) their emotional
response changed during the commercials. Frames can also test whether the
commercial prompted the viewer to think about the brand (on a one-to-five
scale from “did not make me think” to “made me think a lot”).Charles E. Young
and John Kastenholz, “Emotion in TV Ads,” Admap, January 2004.

Creativity versus Safety

23. Technique of showing
consumers a deck of
photographic images—created
by grabbing key frames from
the commercial—that
represent the visual content of
the ad and having them sort by
negative to positive feelings
and how much it made them
think about the brand.

Many creatives believe that testing a campaign will drain the creativity from the
campaign—that the only messages audiences will “approve” will be those that are
safe and predictable, and hence, boring. Advertising legend David Ogilvy, however,
disagreed. Near the end of his career he commented, “Most creative people detest
research, and I’ve never understood why.…In my day, I used research very often to
give me the courage to run campaigns that were risky.”
In fact, copy research can actually give you the evidence to go with a radical or
risky idea that company executives might not have approved otherwise. Boring ads
that don’t tell the consumer anything new aren’t very effective. The most effective
ads are those that stretch the meaning of the brand in the mind of the consumer.
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That is, the consumer learns something new about the brand, or the ad pushes the
frontier of the brand. An effective ad is neither too far removed from the brand nor
too staid.

KEY TAKEAWAY
The harsh reality is that consumers don’t remember the large majority of
advertising messages they see or hear. And if they do recall an ad, this
doesn’t mean they’ll associate the image with the brand. Even slight
differences in the elements of an ad influence its effectiveness (for example,
the colors or fonts in a print ad). Careful pretesting increases the odds that a
message will accomplish its objective. Copy research provides evidence that
your ad gets the audience’s attention and delivers a message that motivates
the consumer to consider buying your product or service. Advertisers
typically try to determine if people can recall an ad’s contents, or at least
recognize it when they see or hear it again. Both measures have their
supporters; overall recognition is used more widely. Novel or innovative ads
are most effective when the objective is to create buzz or brand awareness,
but more straightforward executions do a better job when the objective is to
deliver information or move consumers from one well-known brand to
another.

EXERCISES
a. Define recall and recognition.
b. Explain how the stopping power of creative ads can be increased.
c. List and describe the three variables that contribute to overall ad
effectiveness.
d. Explain pretesting and posttesting.
e. Describe how a Starch test is conducted.
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11.3 Exercises
TIE IT ALL TOGETHER
Now that you have read this chapter, you should be able to determine how
to execute on media platforms:
• You can define the execution process.
• You can list and characterize the various media platforms available to the
advertiser.
• You can compare and contrast the print media against the broadcast
media with respect to ability to solve creative problems.
• You can describe the role music plays in the execution process.
• You can recognize the downside of licensing music for advertising
purposes.
• You can list the factors that impact the effectiveness of radio ads.
• You can characterize outdoor advertising and some of its new
technologies.
• You can describe the similarities and differences between online
advertising and other media advertising.
• You can explain how search engine marketing and search engine
optimization are related to behavioral targeting.
• You can discuss the concept of branded entertainment and its usefulness
to marketing and advertising.
• You can summarize how advertisers evaluate ad executions.
• You can explain how copy research is accomplished.
• You can illustrate how pretesting and posttesting of advertisements
takes place.
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USE WHAT YOU’VE LEARNED

1. The big winner at the 2008 Summer Games in Beijing, China, was
the American “swimming machine” Michael Phelps. Phelps has
won fourteen Olympic gold medals in swimming, and eight of
those came in the 2008 games. Phelps has signed endorsement
deals with companies such as Visa, Speedo, Omega, Hilton, and
AT&T. According to Facebook, more than 750,000 people have
declared themselves to be fans of Mr. Phelps.
Examine the various mass media reviewed in the first part of the
chapter for execution characteristics. After learning more facts
about Mr. Phelps and his skills, devise a media mix that would
make the best use of Mr. Phelps’s endorsement for any of the
given companies listed previously (pick one company). What do
you believe is the key to effective execution in Michael Phelps’s
case? What should potential advertisers guard against in using
Michael Phelps to endorse products? What do you think the
future holds for Michael Phelps as an advertising spokesperson
and personality? Share your comments and findings in a class
discussion.
2. The Outdoor Advertising Association of America Inc. is the place to go to
get information on the outdoor industry and its campaigns (see
http://www.oaaa.org). The OAAA is famous for donating time and
energy to help with social causes that are in the public interest. Go to
the organization’s Web site and review the current public service
campaigns. Pick one of these campaigns and critique the execution
effort. Be sure to examine the creative itself, prospective target
audiences, and locations of the message boards. After examining the
information, assess the usefulness of outdoor advertising in public
service advertising. What do you think should be added or withdrawn
from the industry’s and the OAAA’s effort? Discuss your conclusions in
class.
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DIGITAL NATIVES
Daniel Starch was one of the advertising industry’s first researchers. He
developed the famous Starch test that has been used to test advertising
effectiveness. The Starch test is still in existence today. Using Google or
another search engine, research Daniel Starch and his famous readership
effectiveness test (see http://www.starchresearch.com). Using the
information you find, compare the Starch test with other advertising
readership effectiveness tests you will find mentioned during your general
search. Summarize your findings on Starch and other sources of readership
effectiveness. What are the similarities and differences between the tests?
Which one do you think has the most potential for advertising research?
Explain. Bring in an example of the Starch test to class (it can be downloaded
from most search sources).

AD-VICE
1. Find a nationally advertised product that uses both broadcast and print
advertising. Collect (or describe) samples of the product’s advertising
from both the broadcast and print media. Briefly describe which of the
general media formats provides the best execution of the product’s
advertising. Explain your position. Be specific in your justifications.
2. Assume that you have just been hired to devise a new outdoor
advertising campaign for Coca-Cola; design (or characterize) two ads for
any Coca-Cola product for the outdoor medium. One ad should be for the
standard outdoor poster. The other ad should be for some new
technological form of outdoor advertising (such as mentioned in the
chapter). Critique your creative effort. Which execution is best? Why?
3. Describe how keyword searches can be used by advertisers to find the
“right customers.” Find an illustration that you believe uses your
keywords to alert an advertiser to your potential interest in particular
products. Comment and explain. Discuss your findings in class.
4. As indicated in the chapter, the overall effectiveness of an ad is a
combination of three variables. List and describe these three variables.
Pick a print ad and demonstrate how these three variables can be used
to determine the effectiveness of the ad. Explain your assumptions and
conclusions. Discuss the ad and your evaluation in class.
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ETHICAL DILEMMA
Do you think it’s a good idea to place “cookies” on a consumer’s computer?
The use of cookies24 tells Web site owners and advertisers who views the ad.
Nothing wrong with that—right? After all, many registration-based sites
collect key demographic data such as the user’s address, age, interests, and
browsing history. This information, however, allows the organization to use
online media for behavioral targeting. As mentioned in the chapter, the
ability to “buy” keywords means that advertisers can target very narrow
contexts. Again, there seems to be nothing wrong with this approach to
marketing. So where might the ethical dilemma reside?
Critics point out that cookies are data sources that just “keep on giving.”
Many consumers complain that cookies never go away and are the source of
endless viruses. This little back door into the consumer’s purchasing habits,
preferences, and demographics has become a big issue. Consumers with
health problems (e.g., cancer), risky behavior (e.g., sky diving), addictions
(e.g., alcohol or smoking), or alternative lifestyle choices claim that cookies
allow them to be profiled and discriminated against by product, health, and
insurance companies. In some instances, the U.S. government even uses this
technology to track consumer actions and preferences.
Investigate the use of cookies and organizational policies that are intended
to protect consumer information (see company Web sites for disclosure and
privacy statements). Take a stance: (a) Cookies are harmless and help
marketers target the correct market with messages and don’t significantly
invade privacy; or (b) Cookies are harmful, invade privacy, lead to
discriminatory practices, and should be banned. Summarize your stance.
Participate in a minidebate in class.

24. Files that get inserted into
computers by Web sites that
tell Web site owners and
advertisers who views that
page.
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